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Bruce
Stephen Altman
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ruce Springsteen was standing about 20 feet
away from me on stage at the Walter Kerr
Theatre in New York. Just the Boss, all by
himself, in a one-man show called Springsteen on
Broadway. He wore black jeans and black T-shirt,
looking fit—if perhaps not quite so spry anymore—
at 69. These past two hours he’d been telling stories
about his life. He also played songs, on guitar and
piano, rooted in that life. He was funny sometimes
and self-deprecating and sentimental and confessional,
and also a world-class entertainer who can wring your
heart like a sponge.
If you’re all-in for Bruce, this was your night.
He came to fame in the mid-1970s with a song
and an album called “Born to Run.” Another song on
the album is “Thunder Road,” in which a young man
who might just be Bruce himself invites a young
lady named Mary to run off with him. “It’s a town
full of losers,” he announces. “I’m pullin’ out of here
to win.”
The town? Safe to say, it’s Freehold, New Jersey,
where Bruce grew up. A big theme of the Boss’s
music is the way your young dreams of busting out
of ordinary life and into some limitless world of
freedom keep bumping up against, well, ordinary life.
I remember being the age of that kid who was singing
“Thunder Road,” sensing the soft tentacles of adulthood start to close around my ankles, and feeling that
he was thinking my thoughts. But he was also giving
me an out. These days, here’s what Bruce says about
what he does:
“The primary math of the real world is one and
one equals two. The layman … swings that every
day. He goes to the job, does his work, pays his bills
and comes home. One plus one equals two. It keeps
the world spinning. But artists, musicians, con men,
poets, mystics and such are paid to turn that math on
its head, to rub two sticks together and bring forth
fire. Everybody performs this alchemy somewhere
in their life, but it’s hard to hold on to and easy to
forget. People don’t come to rock shows to learn
something. They come to be reminded of something
they already know and feel deep down in their gut.
That when the world is at its best, when we are at our
best, when life feels fullest, one and one equals three.
It’s the essential equation of love, art, rock ’n’ roll
and rock ’n’ roll bands. It’s the reason the universe
will never be fully comprehensible, love will continue
to be ecstatic, confounding, and true rock ’n’ roll will
never die.”
How could you not fall for this man? Especially
as the years rolled on and, as they did, he kept proving that one and one does equal three? Oh … and
to have seen him in concert! Waves of tumultuous
emotion. Legendary anthems of youth and yearning,

loss and redemption. Three and a half hours. You’d all
but crawl home.
And yet there’s always been a drawback: You
had to share him with the thousands of others in the
venue. And most times, you had to watch him from
way up high.
But Springsteen on Broadway was something new,
a chance to see him in an intimate, reflective setting.
He expressed gratitude just to be here. How he got
here was the story. He talked and sang about his cold,
distant father; his adoring mom; his restless youth; his
unruly ambitions; the adventures and the losses. And at
last, the partnership with his wife, Patti Scialfa, and the
joy of being father to three kids of his own.
Approaching 70, the man who became famous for
“Born to Run,” all about escaping Freehold, lives 10

minutes from Freehold. He made that observation and
got a chuckle out of it. He chuckles at himself a lot.
Eventually came the moment that surprised me
most. He was talking about his childhood again, those
dreary mornings as a parochial school kid in his little
green blazer and the tie and the shoes, and about getting something drummed into his head each and every
morning, the same prayer, and how unending it all
seemed. That was 60-odd years ago.
And now, tonight, he looked out on this little
theater filled with his fans and he smiled just a little,
and he said, “Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed
be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, on
earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day—”
And he stopped. He let those last four words
float in air. He said them again. “Give us this day.”
He left out “our daily bread.” This day was—this day
is—sufficient. He finished speaking the Lord’s Prayer,
and soon thereafter he wrapped up the show with
“Born to Run.”
My three daughters, Caroline, Lizzie, and Tory,
were with me. We’d all traveled from far away to be
here. When the house lights came up, Tory, my youngest, asked, “OK, who cried first, and at what?”
Tory and her sisters, they got it. But of course
they did; they had no choice. Bruce got wired into
them early.
When each daughter was born, my wife and I
brought the baby home from the hospital, and while
mama got some sleep, I took the newborn into my
study, switched on the stereo, and held her up to the
speakers. “Little girl,” I’d tell her, “this is the Boss.”
When Caroline was born in 1980, I spun a vinyl
record album on a turntable. Four years later, with
Lizzie, I played a cassette. I’m pretty sure that by the
time Tory arrived four years after that, CDs had arrived
as well. In any event, the first music ever to reach my
daughters’ ears was “Thunder Road.”
All grown now, Caroline gave birth this past June
to a son. On the second day of Julian William Smith’s
life, his father—my son-in-law Chris—brought portable speakers into the hospital room, hooked them up
to his laptop, and opened Spotify.
Caroline gave Julian to me. “Little boy,” I said,
cradling my first grandchild as the music started, “this
is the Boss.”
So, yes, indeed. Give us this day.
Stephen Altman can be reached at
shepherdstown.gnp@gmail.com. Springsteen on
Broadway can now be seen on Netflix. The quote
about “one and one equals three” is from the show
and also from his autobiography, which is entitled,
like the song and the album, Born to Run.
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Masterworks Chorale

These hills are alive with the sound of music…
Sharon Henderson
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or more than 40 years, Shepherd
University students and community members have joined
their singing voices to perform glorious music as part of the Masterworks
Chorale. The 100-member vocal ensemble, with soloists and orchestra, presents
two full-length concerts a year of great
masterpieces from choral literature.
Masterworks Chorale was established
in 1976 by a lover of choral music, Jay
Stenger, then assistant professor of music
at Shepherd. One community member
who sang under Stenger’s direction, Jerry
Crites, has clocked 30 years as a bass
with the group. “I love it,” says Crites.
“Interacting with the students keeps me
young. I keep coming because I love the
challenge of the music. We sing difficult
pieces that I don’t find in my church choir.
I really have to work to keep up.”
“I have sung in choirs for years,”
says Jane Vanderhook, another longtime
community member, “and I find it energizing working alongside the students. I
end up loving them a little and want to
keep in touch with them as they move on
in their musical careers.”
Carline Shaw, a community member
since 1989, says she enjoys “watching
the students develop in their singing and
conducting skills.”
One veteran Masterworks singer,
Pam Curtis, became aware of music
students’ needs for financial support to
continue their studies. Six years ago she
proposed a scholarship for students to
use toward summer programs or graduate
school in music. Community members in
the chorus agreed to contribute.
“The first year we collected just over
$1,000 and awarded two scholarships,”
Curtis says. “Since then, community
members have given just over $1,500
each year, allowing the awarding of
three scholarships to students who have
spent at least one semester singing with
Masterworks.”
Student singers were very thoughtful
when asked about their impressions of
their Masterworks experience.
Carol Niedringhaus, a senior
in music education from Frederick,
Maryland, acknowledges a need for

Dr. Rachel Carlson, director of Shepherd
University’s Masterworks Chorale

Carlson directs the Masterworks Chorale in its 2017 performance of Felix Mendelssohn’s
Psalm 42.

community singers in Shepherd’s music
program to enable the performances of
large orchestral works. “Shepherd is not
a large university, and the music department makes up an even smaller part of
the campus community. Since we have
students and community members, we
are able to perform these larger works
that wouldn’t be possible otherwise.”
“The biggest benefit to the university
and town through this ensemble is the
mutual support of one another,” says
Niedringhaus. “In a time when music
is under fire nearly everywhere, it is a
huge blessing to not only have a good
music department but to have community
members who value what we do.” She
adds that the community members in
Masterworks are the university’s biggest
fans and faithfully attend music department and school events. She notes also
that Masterworks has created lasting
friendships between the community
members and students. “It’s a unique
system of support for the music students
and the community,” she says.
Matthew Gray, a senior music
performance major from Magnolia,
Delaware, agrees that Masterworks is an
important addition to his choral experience. “As a student at Shepherd,” he
says, “being able to work alongside community members is quite rewarding. For
the students here, Masterworks is an outlet to learn, and the same could be said
for some of the community members.”
Gray says the chorale is very lucky
to have Shepherdstown community
members with such fine musicianship.

“We also benefit from having a few
linguists, literary professionals, and history buffs in the choir,” he says, whose
knowledge helps students connect to the
works they perform. He believes that
the singers’ desire to add their artistry to
these timeless works is what really binds
the group together.
For the past two and a half years,
Masterworks has been very fortunate
to have had Dr. Rachel Carlson, director of choral activities at Shepherd,
as its conductor. She also conducts
the university’s Chamber Singers and
Women’s Camerata. In addition to
her Shepherd positions, Carlson, a
consummate music director, teacher, and
soloist, founded and serves as artistic
director of Six Degree Singers, a community choir based in Silver Spring,
Maryland. Additionally, she serves as
assistant conductor of the Washington
Master Chorale. In 2014, Carlson was
nominated for a Wammie (Washington
Area Music Award) for Best Classical
Conductor/Director.
“I enjoy Masterworks’ unique
makeup of university students and community members,” says Carlson, who
notes that area high school students and
Shepherd music alumni also sing in
the chorale. “I think that it provides an
important opportunity for the students
and the university to mix with our
surrounding community and for the
community to come on campus and make
music with us. Many of our Masterworks
members have been singing for many
decades, and they provide a great deal of
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wonderful vocal experience, life experience, and familiarity with a large body of
choral-orchestral works.”
“Not only is the choir large enough
for us to perform big symphonic works,”
Carlson says, “but there is a different
sound and energy from our other choral
groups on campus. Masterworks is a
vital part of the Shepherdstown community. I absolutely believe that something
special is achieved by combining the
two diverse groups.”
Carlson is excited about the spring
concert, scheduled for Saturday, April
27, 2019, and welcomes interested community singers to participate. Masterworks
will join the Shepherd University Wind
Ensemble to perform a new work by
Dutch composer Johan de Meij, Symphony
No. 5, Return to Middle Earth, inspired by
J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings.

Want to sing with Masterworks?
Auditions for the Masterworks
spring concert will be heard after
January 10, 2019. Contact Dr. Rachel
Carlson via email (rcarlson@shepherd.
edu) if you are interested in auditioning. Rehearsals are held on Monday
evenings, 7:30–9:30, and begin
January 14.
Sharon Henderson is a proud
Masterworks Chorale singer. This past
October, Masterworks lost Bob Proudman,
a valued member and friend. The writer
dedicates this article to his memory.
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P.O. Box 1212 • Shepherdstown, WV 25443 • (304) 876-6466
Online (AND IN COLOR!): www.shepherdstowngoodnewspaper.org
Dear Reader,
As always, you hold in your hands the future of the Good News Paper. This is our one and only
annual appeal for financial gifts. Your gifts, ranging from $5 to $300 or more, help keep this good
thing going to 20,000 readers.
Thanks to you, we are midway through our 40th year with no debt but one: a debt of gratitude to
you. And with your continuing help, we can keep on publishing the best little free (but not cheap)
newspaper in the whole world!
Our first issue was published in May 1979 with a press run of 1,000 copies. We now print 13,000
copies and mail nearly 12,000. Virtually all households within five miles of Shepherdstown receive a
copy. It is also sent by request to hundreds of other readers from Maine to California and from Alaska
to Florida.
The Good News Paper is free because dozens of people—writers, editors, photographers, illustrators,
proofreaders, and designers—donate their time and talent. Look on page 2 for a list of their names.
John Snyder provides the composition and setup services of HBP to produce the final design for
the press run at the Record Herald in Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. Dedicated U.S. Postal Service
employees distribute copies “through snow and rain and heat and gloom of night” to five different
post offices and along 10 rural routes.
Each quarterly issue costs about $3,000 to print and mail—that’s about $12,000 a year. Our website
costs another $600. The business card ads inside the back cover bring in about $4,000. The several
religious communities of the Shepherdstown Ministerial Association contribute what they can. The
rest comes from readers like you.
Please send your gift today. You may use the enclosed self-addressed envelope—if it hasn’t fallen out!
If it is missing, please write GNP, P.O. Box 1212, Shepherdstown, WV 25443 on an envelope, stamp
it, insert a check, and send it off. Make checks payable to the Good News Paper, or simply GNP, and
help keep a good thing going for another year.
With best wishes to you,

Stephen Altman
Editor
P.S. Give a gift subscription to your friends or relatives. They’ll thank you for it. It’s absolutely free.
Just sign them up at www.shepherdstowngoodnewspaper.org, or call and leave a message at
(304) 876-6466.
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A New Day for Four Seasons Books
Lee W. Doty
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Customers’ favorite browsing spot

PHOTO BY MELINDA SCHMITT

or 27 years, Four Seasons Books has served the
reading interests of Shepherdstown residents
and visitors. According to new owner, Kendra
Goldsborough, despite competition from book-selling
juggernauts, it will continue chugging along like The
Little Engine That Could for at least another 27.
The shop is a full-service, locally owned and
operated general bookstore located at 114 West
German Street. Its opening nearly three decades ago
was the fulfillment of Michael and Ruth Raubertas’s
dream. Goldsborough says that the Raubertases chose
Shepherdstown because of its strong downtown community and proximity to two large cities. It was also a
college town that didn’t already have an independent
bookstore.
While those reasons may have been sound
ones for opening in Shepherdstown, some people
might have questioned the wisdom of opening an
independent bookstore at all. Mall-based bookstores
like Waldenbooks and B. Dalton and big box chains
like Barnes & Noble and Borders were multiplying
and outcompeting independent bookstores. And
when Amazon hit the scene in 1995, all bookstores,
no matter their size, were practically Gone With the
Wind. From 1995 to 2000, the number of independent
bookstores dropped 43 percent, according to the
American Booksellers Association (a nonprofit organization whose mission is to support independent book
retailers). In the years following, chains like Borders,
Crown, and B. Dalton disappeared. Surviving must
have seemed like a long shot, but Four Seasons Books,
like The Little Engine That Could, thought it could.
Goldsborough grew up in Fayetteville, West
Virginia, and began working part time for Four Seasons
Books in 1994 while she was a student at Shepherd
University. Maintaining her part-time schedule at Four
Seasons Books through her 20s gave her the flexibility
to start her family, garden, and travel.
“I’ve never been a nine-to-fiver,” she says. “Mike
Raubertas used to joke that this job gave me a 10-year
maternity leave. But it also gave me a chance to do
something that had meaning for me and gave me
satisfaction.”
When the Raubertases first opened Four Seasons
Books, the shop consisted of only the front room of
their three-room-deep building. By the late 1990s, the
bookstore occupied the entire first floor. In the early
2000s, Goldsborough began managing the children’s
books department, now located at the back of the
shop. Children’s books are a special interest of hers, as
evidenced by the playful, sun-kissed ambiance of that
room. She recounts how, with her major in English,
she thought she had a calling to become a teacher but
realized, after working at Four Seasons Books, that she
already had one. (These days, with four children to raise
in her blended family, she practically has a small school
of her own.)

Kendra Goldsborough, owner of Four Seasons Books

At about the time the children’s department was
launched, Four Seasons Books took over the upstairs
floor, where a vintage clothing shop had been, to
display used books and provide a comfortable room for
author readings and discussion groups. Anyone who has
enjoyed the cozy nooks and crannies of Shakespeare
and Company, the Lost Generation’s fabled bookstore in
Paris, will be at home here.
In 2012 Goldsborough took over the day-to-day
operations of the shop and now has a staff of four. Each
staff member has a core group of customers with whom
they’ve developed relationships and share similar tastes
in books.
Goldsborough says, “The operation works better
when the staff members’ reading tastes complement
one another.”
Goldsborough thinks of Fours Seasons Books as
an extension of her home. Unlike managers of chain
stores, she alone decides which books to buy and how
to display them. These privileges make her business
more personal and vital. Her business model calls for

Welcoming locals and out-of-towners for 27 years

initiating relationships with her customers, welcoming
them, and giving them a sense of ownership in the shop.
She curates with the community in mind, purchasing
what she believes her customers want to read. She says,
“You can tell a lot about a town by what’s in its grocery
store and what’s in its bookstore.” When she discovers
an exciting new author, she’ll take a gamble and buy the
book. When it comes to local authors, she supports them
like any other local business partner. These are things
chain stores and Amazon can’t do.

PHOTOS BY RALPH DOTY
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Books for all reading levels—and at “eye level” too.

Plenty of novelties (pun intended) at Four Seasons Books

Book lovers’ paradise, the used books floor

Sarah and Colby White, from Morgantown,
West Virginia, appreciate Goldsborough’s curating
strategy. While visiting recently, Colby said he always
looks in at Four Seasons because of its West Virginia
folklore collection. Mary and Vange Anderson, customers from the Twin Cities, visit independent bookstores
like Four Seasons Books because, according to Mary,

“they are curated toward local authors and interests,
not profit.”
Four Seasons Books embraces the “shop local”
concept. Goldsborough feels that supporting local
businesses strengthens the community, which benefits
her book store in the long term. She refers shoppers to
other local businesses for a cup of coffee or for other

shopping, such as at Up on the Hill, the toy store across
the street.
When asked which bookstores give her the most
competition, Kendra only smiles. “Having more access
to books around town and neighboring towns makes
for more customers. The library, for example, grows
my customer base. I don’t want to elbow others out of
the way.”
She is delighted by the minilibraries sprouting up
around town, such as the one in front of McMurran
Hall. She mentioned other independent bookstores such
as Curious Iguana in Frederick, Maryland, and Taylor
Books in Charleston, West Virginia, as particular favorites of her own family.
Goldsborough acknowledges that Four Seasons
Books can’t compete with the prices offered by chain
stores or internet sources and especially not with eBook
prices. For some people, she says, saving that extra few
dollars is everything, and the browsing experience—
absorbing the texture, smell, and image of the books and
magazines and chatting about them with the staff—may
not make up the difference. But she does offer a
15-percent discount on books for Shepherd University
students, including books assigned in the Lifelong
Learning Program, and 15-percent off book group selections. She also runs a “frequent buyer” program.
Goldsborough envisions Four Seasons Books as
a gathering place for stimulating conversation and
the exchange of fresh ideas. Think French salons of
the 17th and 18th centuries. She routinely hosts book
groups, writing groups, and homeschoolers. She enjoys
partnering for events with Shepherd University and
the community. That trifecta recently teamed up to
welcome the author of Democracy in Chains, Nancy
McClean, who attracted an audience of two hundred.
Goldsborough also speaks highly of the benefits of
membership in the American Booksellers Association.
What she learns from her peers at ABA conferences
helps Four Seasons Books remain a hub of this
community.
A challenge for Goldsborough and other small businesses in Shepherdstown is that there is an abundance
of stimulating events held each weekend but a relatively
small population to attend them. Goldsborough takes
the challenge in stride and prepares for weekday events
at the bookstore.
The Raubertases and Goldsborough might have
expected what usually happens when the small guy
gets outpriced by the competition, which is to say,
Things Fall Apart. Instead, between 2009 and 2015,
the number of all independent booksellers nationwide
grew 35 percent, from 1,651 stores to 2,227. It turns
out that even young people who’ve grown up facing a
screen frequently find relief in reading books printed
on paper. Despite the dire predictions for independent
bookstores, Four Seasons Books has survived as a
main attraction in this community. Its success story is
all about adapting to new circumstances while remaining true to what it is.
Lee W. Doty is a retired lawyer and murder mystery
writer who agrees with a sentiment expressed by Louis
L’Amour: “Browsing through the shelves in bookstores
or libraries, I was completely happy.”
GOOD NEWS PAPER • WINTER 2018
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Tabitha Johnston Makes News
Claire Stuart

PHOTO BY CLAIRE STUART

T

here has been a lot of talk about
the death of print journalism,
but there is one place where it
continues to thrive—in the small towns
of America. Small-town newspapers
are where you find out about upcoming
events, read about who’s getting married
or buried, follow the area sports teams,
see what town government is doing,
and learn what calls the local police
answered. And these are the papers
picked up by out-of-town visitors to
learn about an area when they don’t want
to squint at tiny cell phone screens.
Tabitha Johnston took over as editor of The Shepherdstown Chronicle in
April of this year. At 25, she has a lot on
her plate! Johnston covers local events
as a reporter and hurries back to her
office to write up the stories. Then she
dons her editor’s hat and puts together a
24-page weekly paper. She is assisted in
reporting by two freelance writers, Toni
Milbourne, who covers some events,
and Bob Madison, who covers sports.
Additional items and various monthly
columns come in from various sources.
Martinsburg native Johnston did
not grow up with the dream of being a
journalist. She reports that her mother,
who sang and played piano and flute,
encouraged her children’s interest in
music. Her mother earned a degree in
music education in 1988 from Shepherd
College—now Shepherd University—
taught music in public schools, and gave
private piano lessons.
“I’ve been encouraged to be musical
my whole life—many of those memories
were in church,” Johnston recalled. “My
family and I sang in harmony together
for many years, growing up.”
Johnston and her four siblings all
took piano lessons. She continued to
study music, taking piano lessons with
Gary Mullenax of Shepherd’s music
department and voice with Barbara Buck
Stenger, formerly with Shepherd’s music
department.
Johnston went on to attend Bob
Jones University in South Carolina,
starting out as a music major. Soon realizing that her career options would probably be limited to vocal performance
or teaching music, she decided that she
did not want to seriously pursue either

Tabitha Johnston

one. Switching to journalism, she earned
a bachelor’s degree in journalism and
mass communication, but she continued
to sing in the college choir for all four
years.
Johnston’s earliest experience in
journalism was actually back in middle
school. She participated in a Martinsburg
Journal program associated with local
schools that gave young prospective
journalists an opportunity to write articles
for the paper.
At the time Johnston finished
college, The Martinsburg Journal had
an opening for a part-time reporter.
She accepted the job with the hope of
it expanding into full-time work. Her
beat was primarily Shepherdstown,
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where she wrote feature stories and
covered weekend events for about a
year before the editor’s position at The
Shepherdstown Chronicle became available. She notes that she learned about
the technical end of the editing process
as a reporter when her own work was
being edited.
Asked if she ever gets lonely working by herself in her small, sparsely
furnished office on Duke Street,
Johnston replied that she doesn’t have
time to think about it. She pointed to
the wall beside her desk, plastered with
notes and reminders of upcoming events
she has to cover, which often take her
out of the office. She daily pores over
organizations’ calendars, press releases,

and social media to keep abreast of
what’s happening.
“There are so many groups, church
events, poets and artists, and there’s
Shepherd University,” she pointed out.
“I can’t be in all places at one time. I
try to cover a variety of types of events,
and Toni covers more events in
Jefferson County.”
Johnston likes the magazine concept
of The Shepherdstown Chronicle, and
in a recent issue, she penned articles on
subjects ranging from a county commission meeting to health care to a gathering
of poets. She usually covers seven
events each week and writes six stories.
Equipped with a camera, she chooses
one of the events in which she can tell
the story in photos and captions.
Since this is her first full-time
professional journalism job, Johnston
feels the importance of investing most of
her time and energy in her job. She keeps
busy covering events Monday through
Saturday, reserving Sundays for church
and family.
In her scarce free time, Johnston
enjoys singing and reading. She has
always been an avid reader and cites
Jane Austen’s books as shaping her life.
“Even though she was from a vastly
different time,” says Johnston, “her
writing helped me break through the
confusion of being a teenager!”
A year after graduating from
college, Johnston joined Shepherd’s
Masterworks Chorale to maintain
her connection with classical music
and meet more people who share her
love of singing. [See our story on the
Masterworks Chorale, p.4.] Johnston
says that growing up in a family that
encouraged a love for the arts and near a
community with so many arts opportunities has been a huge benefit to her.
“I’m thankful to have this opportunity
to give back to this community through
The Shepherdstown Chronicle,” she says.
“You can learn a lot in a small town.
There are a lot of wise people here!”
Claire Stuart started writing at about
age eight with an epic poem about neighborhood cats.
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Caring Cupboard

Weekend Food for Schoolchildren in Need
Barbara Cupp

PHOTO BY PROVIDED BY BARBARA CUPP..

and Annie Thompson do the food shopping on Saturday mornings. Perrotte
says she purchases food online at Sam’s
Club, where her order is ready for pickup
when she arrives. She purchases perishable foods locally. “Food Lion has been
wonderful,” said Perrotte. “We send
them a spreadsheet of the items we need,
and they have it organized, rung up, and
ready for pickup. They’ll work with us
on sales and rain checks, and give us a
10 percent discount. They even help us
load the van.”
The bags of food Caring Cupboard
supplies are intended as supplementary
food for the weekend. The bags usually
contain canned goods, such as soup or
tuna; jarred food, such as peanut butter
(assuming a child has no reported allergies); and pieces of fresh produce, such
as seasonal fruit. The bags will also contain nonfood items on special occasions.
For example, bags given before summer
break contain hygiene products, and the
winter and spring break bags contain a
coupon for a $10 gift card at Food Lion.
Shepherdstown Middle School’s
principal, Rebecca Horn, praises the
program: “Some middle school children
are home alone with nothing to eat, and
these Caring Cupboard bags fill that void
by providing food that is both nutritious
and easy for them to prepare. We feel
fortunate to have this partnership with
Caring Cupboard because they are a reliable and responsible organization we can
always count on. They also provide extras

Tom White (foreground) and fellow volunteers from New Street United Methodist Church load
food bags.

PHOTO BY JENNIFER PERROTTE

A

bout a quarter of the children
attending Shepherdstown
Elementary School and
Shepherdstown Middle School receive
reduced or free lunch during school
hours. And yet their needs often run
deeper. Caring Cupboard, now in its
ninth year, provides bags of food for
these children to take home on weekends.
“School personnel realized the
children eating at school during the
week might not have enough to eat over
the weekends,” says Jennifer Perrotte,
co-director of Caring Cupboard. “They
use the reduced or free lunch program
to identify students in need and then
go the extra step to get each one a
Caring Cupboard application.” Staff at
Shepherdstown Elementary School and
Shepherdstown Middle School, the two
schools served by Caring Cupboard,
work in tandem, Perrotte says, to prepare
a weekly list of students who need food.
That list includes information on the
children’s food allergies or intolerances
and even personal circumstances. Perrotte
gives an example: “The elementary
school staff noticed a young lady was
rationing the food she had received, separating what she would allow herself to
eat and what she felt she needed to save
for her younger siblings. We were able to
ensure that her bag had extra food in it.”
Shepherdstown Elementary school
counselor Laura Colbert, in a letter
of support, explains the value of the
program: “On average, 25 percent of
our student body receives free lunch
and breakfast at school; and of those,
about 40 children receive weekend food
from the Caring Cupboard program. The
take-home food makes a tremendous
difference in the lives of these children.
It not only keeps their tummies full
but also relieves the stress of worrying
about where their food will come from.
It also helps the parents to know they
have a weekend food source to count on
each week.”
Providing, on average, 70 bags of
food per week during the school year,
Caring Cupboard directors and volunteers are kept busy with the ongoing
process. Co-directors Jennifer Perrotte

Emily Perrotte and Parker Baskerville
delivering bags of food to the schools

for students such as coupons for pizzas,
already cooked chickens, food cards, and
hygiene bags. We are so grateful for their
support and continued service to our most
vulnerable students.”
Volunteers gather Thursdays at
9 a.m. at St Peter’s Lutheran Church in
Shepherdstown to pack the food in individual bags. Recipients remain anonymous—only the school knows which
children will receive a bag. “It takes
about 45 minutes to pack all the bags,
depending on the number of volunteers,”
Perrotte says. A team of four works best.
Then it takes another half hour to drive
all the bags over to the schools. The food
is then given out by the school staff to
the children on Friday. We usually tell
prospective volunteers to prepare for an
hour and a half on Thursday morning.”
The community also pitches in, as Caring
Cupboard receives additional help from
Shepherd University, parents of children
in the local schools, volunteers from the
area churches, and Scout troops.
Funding is provided through a coalition of Shepherdstown churches, either
from their budgets, special collections,
or weekly offerings. Additionally, the
two Caring Cupboard co-directors have
applied for special grant funding to be
ready to supply as many as 100 bags of
food a week if needed.

As a nonprofit organization, Caring
Cupboard relies on the community for
support. Donations of money may be
sent to St. Peter’s Lutheran Church,
Caring Cupboard, P.O. Box 2008,
Shepherdstown, WV 25443. The organizers ask that donors write “Caring
Cupboard” in the notes section on their
checks. Perrotte says that while Caring
Cupboard encourages food drives
to benefit the program, she requests
that they be coordinated with Caring
Cupboard. Specific food items must be
gathered so each child receives the same
items, barring special food requirements.
Volunteers are needed Thursdays to pack
and deliver the food bags to the schools
and on Saturdays to unload supplies from
the van. Perrotte asks that prospective
volunteers contact Caring Cupboard in
advance to schedule volunteer hours,
dates, and times. The organizers may be
reached at caringcupboard1@gmail.com.
The Caring Cupboard Facebook page
lists the program’s needs and current
information (https://www.facebook.com/
CaringCupboard).
Barbara Cupp loves life in the Eastern
Panhandle and is half of the writing duo
NB Cupp (NBCupp.com).
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Figure Drawing Nights
for Town and Gown

O

n the first and third Wednesday
evenings of the month, from
7:15 to 9:15 p.m., when school
is in session, it’s Figure Drawing Night
at Shepherd University. Sponsored by
the university’s Visual Arts Collective,
the evenings provide a live model, studio
lighting, and easels. The fee for the twohour sessions is $5 for Shepherd students
and $10 for community members. You
bring only drawing supplies and paper,
along with whatever drives you to make
your art.
Sessions take place in the Center
for Contemporary Arts Building 1,
Room 113.
Where else, close to home, can you
slip away for an evening to work at representing the human form with drawing,
a tradition that reaches so far back into
human cultural experience? Figure drawing in cave art in France dates to 15,000
BCE and in Australia to 17,000 BCE.
Visual Arts Collective member
Kayley Kemp sets up the evenings, hires
the model, sends out email reminders,
and times the poses. She also sketches in
her notebook during the poses.
“We’re so lucky to have a public
figure drawing class in Shepherdstown!”
professional cartoonist and writer
Danielle Corsetto counsels. “Any artists
who want to push themselves further, or
anybody who would like to try figure
drawing for the first time, should take
advantage of it.”
Mike Austin, another class member,
concurs. “Few artists achieve their selfexpectations,” he says, “but sometimes
you have a fortuitous accident where
everything comes together. This is an
affordable opportunity for any artist who
wants to draw and not lose their touch.
There’s no critique or pressure. People
keep to their own art. Some people work
on the whole figure, but others concentrate on special drawing challenges, like
feet and hands.”
Asked about the communal aspect
of the drawing evenings, Corsetto,
who otherwise mostly works from her
home, demurs.

“To be honest, figure
drawing still winds up
being a pretty solitary
act,” she says. “Once the
model is in place, it’s you
and your subject and the
paper, and not much else.
But it’s nice to be surrounded by other artists,
and in between poses I
love getting to peek at
other artists’ takes on the
same model.”
Between poses,
there’s often minimal
interplay among the artists. The evenings induce
a trancelike quality, with
the intense concentration
given the act of drawing. Figure drawing class
One Figure Drawing
read-out says. Only younger, hipper
Night this past semester found Jim Eros,
drawing folk might recognize the
Claudia Giannini, Nancy Kautz, Tina
sources, like Chilledcow’s free playlist
Miller, Hope Hjort, and Ryan Wile doing
or Philanthrope-Clockwork with Tusken.
figure drawing along with Corsetto and
A listener is not listening alone; the
Austin. All are area residents except
boom box read-out reports “10,531
Hjort, a young Danish woman internwatching now.” Fifteen minutes later,
ing with Corsetto, who occasionally
teaches in Denmark. Giannini and Austin the figure is 10,716.
Overhead studio lighting and
are members of the Friday Painters
background tunes conspire to accent
group, which meets weekly at the
that figure drawing requires intense
Shepherdstown Presbyterian Church.
Figure drawing poses usually run for concentration. All is quiet except for
20 minutes, 10 minutes, and five minutes the gentle boom box background and
the building’s mechanical system. Only
throughout the two-hour sessions, with
eyes, arms, and hands move during a
short breaks in between. With 20-minute
long pose. At the back wall, even the
poses, most artists concentrate on draweye sockets of a human-skeleton model
ing the entire seated figure as closely
assume a fixed stare. However, noticas possible. Ten-minute poses may be
ing the skeleton’s acutely and severely
devoted to refining a foot, hand, or
fallen arches might make your arches
arm. On occasion, Kemp says, an entire
tingle.
evening session may be devoted to long
Shepherd students may wonder what
poses with short breaks.
Five-minute poses are good for prac- job opportunities a bachelor of fine arts
degree might open up for them. Town
ticing gestural drawing, in which artists
folk may dream more along the lines
try to capture the essence of the figure in
quick, bold strokes. There’s no time to go of a second career or part-time work to
supplement retirement. Not to worry—on
for your Rembrandt. Gesture drawing is
the bulletin board right inside the door to
closer to Picasso time.
the adjacent painting studio, a list trots
Poses and breaks are tied together
out 60 potential jobs or careers for BFA
by low-level background music—“beats
degree holders.
to relax/study to,” the boom box
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Ed Zahniser

Pittsburgh-born art student Andrew
Warhola trained at what is now Carnegie
Mellon University there. Later known
as Andy Warhol, he got his first real job
drawing shoes for a department store’s
newspaper ads. Warhol was so good,
they soon had him designing the page
layouts too.
Should you require a more pecuniary motive for figure drawing, or
perhaps an “I need-to-pay-my-taxes”
motive, consider this: In 2012, Head
of a Young Apostle, a 1519 sketch of a
man’s head by Italian artist Raffaello
Sanzio da Urbino (1483–1520), known
as Raphael, sold at auction for $32.9
million dollars. There’s potential for a
seller’s market.
At $5 or $10 per session, Figure
Drawing Night at Shepherd University
is a bargain career starter for potential
wealth-building. Or you could do it just
for fun, hoping against hope to achieve
your self-expectations as an artist.
Ed Zahniser is a co-founder of the Good
News Paper and member of the editorial
board. His books of prose and poetry
are available at Four Seasons Books in
Shepherdstown.
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Sarah Amendola

“The Jewelry Girl” on Mockingbird Lane
Eleanor Johnson Hanold
Those who dream by day are cognizant of many things
Which escape those who dream only by night.
—Edgar Allan Poe

PHOTO BY ELEANOR JOHNSON HANOLD

S

arah Amendola became fascinated with rocks and
crystals as a seven-year-old and started a collection that has grown dramatically over the years.
She learned the names of all the stones and how to bead,
and she made many a necklace and friendship bracelet
with friends throughout her childhood. She became
known as “the jewelry girl.”
Chainmaille jewelry, which involves weaving and
interconnecting metal rings to form complex, intricate
designs, also intrigued her. She began selling her work
under the name Stones in the Maille. Amendola’s heart
was in her art; her head said that earning a decent living
as a jeweler wouldn’t happen overnight. So she worked
at Quad Graphics in Martinsburg for 10 years to supplement her income. About two years ago, she decided to
go all in as an entrepreneur.
Since watching The Addams Family and The
Munsters on television as a child, Halloween has been
her favorite holiday. The idea of “getting creepy”
delighted her, so she created “creepy cute” babies, bat
pendants, skulls, coffin nails, headstone pendants, and
stained-glass coffin boxes. Once she added cemetery
photography to her skillset, she decided it was time
to change the name of her business to Mockingbird
Lane Artistries because the Munsters lived at 1313
Mockingbird Lane. Naming her business was “happy
fun,” Amendola states, and continues: “My work is dark
on the outside and light on the inside. You need dark to
make the light.”
Fittingly, in creating her jewelry, whether creepy
or traditional, Amendola gravitates toward moonstones
that “reflect inward journeys and the resulting light.” A
sister stone, labradorite, is another favorite material that
she says “flashes in a variety of colors.” She also works
with semiprecious stones and Swarovski crystal and
makes sterling silver and gold-filled chainmaille pieces.
She cuts her own chains and adds clasps and applies her
own soldering.
It is apparent that Amendola has a penchant for the
unique. Chancing upon some small decorative cards
in an antique shop about six years ago, she learned
that back in the early 1900s, the cards (ephemera) of
varied designs were used to make cigarette packages
stiffer. She decided to collect the ephemera and use
them to make glass pendants, a time-consuming effort.
Amendola explains the process: After the tiles of glass
are cut to appropriate size for the ephemera, she grinds
the edges of the glass so they won’t be too sharp. Then
she lines the glass with copper foil tape to hold the tiles
together with the ephemera paper. Finally, she burnishes

Sarah Amendola

the edges of the pendant to make sure the foil is secure
and applies environmentally safe lead-free solder over
the copper areas with a soldering iron.
It was when Amendola began making her ephemera
jewelry that she decided to learn how to do her own
soldering; now she mainly solders with gemstones. She
creates pendants by using a stained glass method called
Tiffany technique, which involves layering her work
directly on the stone before applying the solder, which
consists mostly of tin, with small amounts of pure silver
and copper.
Discipline and sacrifice have been keys to her
success as an artist, while time management and
staying within budget have proved to be her biggest
challenges. She must maintain her social media presence, perpetually market, and even serve as her own
accountant. She’s forever on the lookout for gemstone
beads and cabochons (pre-shaped and polished gemstones) and attends numerous gem shows to find the
best pieces. It’s essential that she look carefully at the
gems, she says, “to make sure there are no cracks, the
color is good, and the shape is nice.” Not surprisingly,
the aspect of the business Amendola loves best is
creating the products.
She keeps a good stock of necklaces, earrings, and
bracelets on hand for selling at craft shows, where she

also takes orders for custom jewelry. She shows her
work at the Shepherdstown Street Festival in late June,
Lititz Craft Festival in summer, Catoctin Colorfest
in Thurmont in October, Berkeley Springs Festival
of Lights in early November, and Shepherdstown
Handmade Market and Ho Ho Holiday Market at the
Shepherdstown Community Center (War Memorial
Building) in December. Entrance fees for these shows
are often expensive, so she limits the number and hopes
to participate in more juried events in the future.
Her cemetery photography is sold primarily at horror shows she attends throughout the year. She shoots
her photos in a square format and then has special
mats cut so the photos fit an 8-by-10 frame. In June,
she attended Living Dead Weekend in Monroeville
Mall—the movie Dawn of the Dead was filmed there
40 years ago. Another Living Dead Weekend was held
in October in Evans City, Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh,
and is where Night of the Living Dead was filmed 50
years ago.
Like her jewelry, Amendola’s cemetery photography is exquisite. She finds statues and scenery in final
resting places “creepy but beautiful.” She photographed
Green Hill Cemetery in Martinsburg during a solar
eclipse and describes the experience as “wondrously
peaceful.” Continuing to reflect on that experience,
Amendola provides this apt self-description: “I enjoy the
dark side of things. Those of us who appreciate Gothic
music and art are usually very accepting and kind. We
are comfortable doing our own thing!”
Amendola’s jewelry may be seen online at Etsy,
Instagram, and Facebook. In addition to area shows,
her work is sold locally at On the Wings of Dreams and
in several other shops in West Virginia, Maryland, and
Pennsylvania.

Sarah Amendola’s
Mockingbird Lane Artistries

304-279-2385
www.MockingbirdArtistry.etsy.com
mockingbirdlaneartistries@gmail.com
www.instagram.com/mockingbirdlaneartistries
Eleanor Johnson Hanold agrees with Meryl Streep’s
statement: “The best role models for women are people
who are fruitfully and confidently themselves, who bring
light into the world.”
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SARAH AMENDOLA

Cigarette card pendants

Peridot and black tourmaline rosary

Have Mercy

Coffins and headstones
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Red snowflake obsidian, rhodonite, labradorite, and fire opal

There’s Only One Way

Sunset in the Winter

Sunstone, red jasper, tiger’s eye

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY THE ARTIST

See artworks in color at
shepherdstowngoodnewspaper.org
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Solar Disturbance and Other Poems
Jess Stone

Solar Disturbance

Looking Back

Overcast. I don’t know
where it came from. Perhaps the sun

My grandparents stare
from the old photograph. Jess, tall

conjured it up out of the Potomac
and settled it here, over my head

and broad-shouldered, dressed in his Sunday
best, stands with his hand

like a halo of laundry room lint.
Perhaps it escaped silently as steam

on Ola’s puffed, frilled sleeve. Their faces
are stern and polished. I never knew them,

from my inner fissures; seeped
from my ears when I wasn’t

and only have this picture with the eyes
of strangers looking back

listening to myself, when I was
stuck in a stalled depression, drifting,

at someone they could not name,
and only dimly imagined.

when my mind was occupied
with the cosmic static of solar flares

The Core of Things

circling the corona of an eclipse
as I sat in the shadow of my self

Walking back from the newsstand, I see
the core of a green apple someone has flung

doubts, feeling alarmed, then realizing
it’s the buzzer on the washing machine

from a car window onto the sidewalk. It lies
there, its flesh gnawed and oxidized

alerting me my load is unbalanced.

to a brown patina. Approaching it, I realize
getting to the core is just the beginning ―

Sailor’s Delight

inside lie the seeds, tiny time capsules
of encoded life scripts, waiting for

Time sluices sea waves,
dragging hours like seaweed
over the slanted shore
of a life’s eroded slope.
I collect sand dollars
to pay my passage
from bloodstone to salt froth
from here to there.
I dole out nature’s currency
and see the ferryman smile
as he tosses off the taut rope
that binds us to the land.
Free, we sail with the wind, lulled
by nothing so much as a sense
of relief and a deep longing
for endless drift.
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a passerby to pick up the sweaty core,
finish it off, and spit the seeds onto the earth,
which nurtures them, over years, into trees
that grow more green fruit for future cores
and are chopped down for wood to make
pulp for writing paper or to burn, the smoke
rising like implausible stories into and through
the hole in the ozone layer, dissipating
in the black and boundless space
of the accelerating universe.

Jess Stone has been published in: Rabbit: A Journal for
Nonfiction Poetry (Australia); Edge; Nimrod; Passager;
Ilya’s Honey; Peralta Press; Treasure House; Vermont
Voices; North By Northeast; The Observer (London);
CrossCountry (Montreal); Artemis; and Hayden’s Ferry
Review. He has won awards from the Arvon International
Poetry Competition, the Paumanok Poetry Award Series, and
the 2018 West Virginia Writers Competition. He was a featured poet at the Left of the Bank fundraiser for Friends of
Shepherdstown Library last October.
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Ray Sibley, Enthusiast
Ed Zahniser

PHOTO BY HALI TAYLOR

R

.L. “Ray” Sibley grew up near swampy southern
Louisiana wilds. His all but innate fascination
with those wilds—and wild edibles—would
shape him as a hunter and a latter-day Euell Gibbons,
stalking the wild larder. Perhaps the rich immediacy of
such interests, and the intense focus required, caused
him to leave high school in the eleventh grade. At age
17, he enlisted in the Navy, to serve four years and
do three nine-month tours assembling bombs offshore
Vietnam on an aircraft carrier.
After Navy service, Sibley earned a two-year
associate’s degree in metal sciences on the GI Bill
and, at night, an associate’s degree in the arts. For the
next 10 years he welded for Bethlehem Steel in the
San Francisco shipyards. Back in Louisiana in 1980,
he did lucrative oil pipeline welding with a mobile
welding truck. But oil went bust in 1982, the year
Sibley had also begun breaking, training, and shoeing
horses on the side. And before long, it was back to
formal education.
From 1984 to 1989 Sibley earned a bachelor’s
degree in elementary education at Louisiana State
University, majoring in speech communication and
oral interpretation. He next devoted 10 years at LSU
to graduate studies and teaching undergraduate public
speaking courses. In 1992 he earned a master’s degree
in performance studies and speech communication, with
minors in both creative writing and poetry.
In 1997 he completed the coursework and exams
for a doctorate in performance studies. He then taught
middle school and high school at inner-city Baton
Rouge schools from 1997 to 2017. With school out in
the summers, Sibley traded teaching for dissertation
research on the road. He would travel coast to coast
to research slam poetry, also known as performance
poetry or spoken-word poetry. He met, listened to, and
hung out with the nation’s top slam poets. In 2001, he
completed his doctoral dissertation, “Oral Poetry in a
Literate Culture: a Performance Ethnography of Poetry
Slams,” and was awarded his Ph.D. degree.
Sibley’s dissertation proposed that “poetry slams
are unique cultural events that reconnect speaking and
writing in a social context in order to engage a wider
audience than typical poetry readings.”
During his public school teaching years, Sibley
also sponsored and hosted the Louisiana Poetry Slam
for seven years and coached the state’s Slam Poetry
Team. The team competed nationally each of those
years. He also built an outdoor Shakespeare theatre and
founded a nonprofit theater company in the Feliciana
Parishes in Northeastern Louisiana before he retired to
Shepherdstown.

Ray Sibley

A year into his new life in Shepherdstown, Ray
Sibley’s propensity to be enthused found expression
in his lifelong foraging interests. The term amateur
pertains, but not as sometimes used to mean “nonprofessional.” Amateur means that you love what you do, and
you do it for the love of it. Charles Darwin, for example,
was an amateur—and didn’t he make quite the stir with
his books On the Origin of Species and The Voyage of
the Beagle? Budding Latin students often drill by conjugating the verb “to love”: amo, amas, amat—hence
amat-eur.
In West Virginia, Ray Sibley would go full-tilt
amo amas amat over black walnuts. Perhaps it was the
challenge: “Who do you know that bothers to crack
open black walnuts and pick out their nutmeats?” Sibley
himself asks.
Indeed, who but squirrels—the rodents with bushy
tails, a.k.a. “the meat that grows on trees”—take this
hard nut to crack seriously? Ray Sibley and the walnut
husk flies, that’s who. (And however much it may
sound so, they are not a punk-rock band). Even squirrels
accept help with black walnuts. Walnut husk flies loosen
the nut’s thick green husk, to the squirrels’ advantage.

On Hensel Drive near Shepherdstown, squirrels seem
to appreciate how automobile tires may loosen husks or
even crack a shell.
Should you also accept the black walnut challenge—wear latex gloves. Black walnuts dye black
asphalt an even blacker black. It’s a wonder squirrels
don’t sport seasonal black masks like raccoons wear
year round.
Sibley may be an amateur, but he’s no mere
amateur. He’s an amateur with Internet access. Search
and ye shall find. Indeed, surfing the net brought up a
Missouri tinkerer who invented and fabricates black
walnut-specific nutcrackers. But “Grandpa’s Goody
Getter” is no field tool, no hand-held holiday nutcracker.
It securely mounts on its sturdy stand.
A long lever handle generates walnut-cracking
torque. Grandpa also sells small shears to snip the
tough membranes inside the nut and liberate the
nutmeats. The shears may save you on dental bills.
Squirrels evolved 36 million years ago, time to develop
teeth worthy of this walnut. Ever see a squirrel at your
dentist’s office?
Ray Sibley barely got his black walnut mojo
fully engaged when he was invited mushroom hunting on the Blue Ridge. “I’m in!” Sibley proclaimed,
slipping into his knee-high Louisiana snake boots.
Mushroom hunting proved mind-blowing, not psychedelically but for the mushrooms’ great taste sautéed
in butter. Soon Sibley’s growing cadre of friends in
Shepherdstown were gifted with bags of chicken-ofthe-woods and hen-of-the-woods mushrooms (the
latter, maitake in Japanese). But the lion’s mane mostly
got sautéed in his kitchen. The worker is worthy of his
or her hire.
Disclaimer: Mushroom hunt with an expert first.
Seek knowledgeable, cautious instruction. Many
mushrooms are deadly well below nibble-tasting
dose. Some edibles and deadlies look alike. And
don’t use a squirrel as personal taster—squirrels
eat, without harm, items that can kill you.
Sibley did not leave his involvement with poetry
back in Louisiana. He now leads a weekly poetry-writing workshop at Four Seasons Books in Shepherdstown.
Members, including Sibley, submit poems for the
group to critique, both before and during each meeting. Critiques—and Sibley’s occasional talks—stress
poetry’s metaphorical core, the voice in the poem, the
poem’s attitude toward its subject and the reader, and
the need to edit out whatever throws the reader out of
the poem.
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Dr. Alvin Freund
A Good Story

To live is the rarest thing in the world.
Most people just exist.
—Oscar Wilde

T

he beloved Dr. Seuss once said: “We are all
stories in the end. Make it a good one.” When
interviewing Dr. Alvin Freund as the Good
News Paper’s March 2018 featured artist, it took only
a minute to realize his story would not, could not, be
contained in a treatise focused only on his work as a
photographer. Freund is a phenomenon. He has excelled
at most everything he’s attempted and often within an
unusual and grueling timeframe. An example: Freund
earned his medical degree in 1966; his bachelor’s degree
was awarded in 1968. Describing himself, he says simply: “I’ve always had supreme confidence in myself, a

Swab jockey, 1952
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lack of patience, and an aversion to failure.” Freund’s
story is of a man who has lived.
The Freund saga begins in the1930s in Queens,
near the border of Brooklyn, in a blue-collar neighborhood that was a melting pot for Italian and Irish immigrants, Jews, blacks, and lots of Catholics. In a family
of four children, he was seen as “extra” by his parents,
a child who could do no right. He found acceptance
through his best friend, an Italian boy, who introduced
him to the Jesuit priest of the neighborhood Catholic
parish. The priest played baseball after services with
the kids—even young Jewish boys like Freund were
welcome. Freund says he was “never proselytized,
simply accepted and encouraged.”
After finishing grammar school in Queens, Freund
learned he could skip a grade if he attended school
in Brooklyn. It was a three-mile one-way trek, but he
seized the day. At the end of his sophomore year, he
was offered a chance to play shortstop for a minor
league baseball team. He accepted. No more school!
He was a good fielder, not a good hitter. It took only a
year, he said, to realize he was never going to be good
enough to play professional ball for the New York
Yankees. He quit!
At age 17, Freund enlisted in the U.S. Navy,
intending to study electronics and radio; he was advised
instead to pursue training in the medical arena because
of his high test scores in that field. After a six-month
training program in Maryland, Freund was assigned to
St. Albans Naval Hospital in Queens as a ward nurse.
Back on home turf, he longed to go to sea. Soon he was
given the opportunity.

Freund with deer, 1996
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Eleanor Johnson Hanold

Freund and leopards, 1985

His first cruise was on an aircraft carrier to the
Mediterranean. For the two years that followed, he lived
on a cargo amphibious ship and traveled to faraway
places, including the Caribbean, North Sea, Ireland,
England, and Greenland. He had an adventuresome
spirit. Yet despite being offered a $5,000 bonus and the
chance to be the youngest chief petty officer ever, at the
end of his term of duty, he left the Navy, taking with
him letters of recommendation from his captains. Those
letters eventually helped him get into medical school.
Home again, Freund took a job as a chemical technician and found he had good rapport with physicians,
especially pathologists. He says he felt motivated “to
get educated” and enrolled in “the first New York City
experiment with community college” where he was seen
as “the top man, a guy with brains.” He contributed to

the school newspaper, starting as sports writer, advancing
to editor, then managing editor, and ultimately editor in
chief. The paper was printed at the New York Times. He
began to consider changing his major to journalism.
Then summer break arrived and Freund decided
to get out of the city. He took a job at a resort in the
Catskills. Agnes Ligeti, who was vacationing with her
mother, caught his eye. He and Agnes took to talking
easily together. When she returned home, Freund managed to keep working for only a week. “I was not going
to let her slip through my fingers,” he says. He quit his
job, headed for New York City, and called Agnes.
Soon after returning to the city, he learned of possible work with a world famous toxicologist. Although he
would be returning to his studies in the fall and knew he
would be time challenged, he applied for the job. And
Freund did so knowing he would have to be prepared to
operate all the machines used for conducting research
before he could start. He accomplished the feat in a
weekend of intense, self-directed study. His assignment
was to explore the impact of cigarette smoking, specifically nicotine. He determined one brand of cigarettes
was much worse than the rest. His finding cost the
toxicologist the research contract! Still, when he quit,
Freund was given a warm letter of recommendation.
By the time he completed his community college
studies, he was going steady with Agnes. When she
said she planned to attend night school, he declared,
“Not without me!” and enrolled in a bachelor’s degree
program in chemistry. They soon married and two children came along. Freund contemplated not finishing the
bachelor’s degree program; he thought he’d work on a
master’s instead. He would get an assistantship and quit
his day job, allowing him more time to enjoy his young
family. Instead, after talking with Agnes, he applied to
medical school.
He was accepted at the Medical College of the
University of Miami. To quit a great job in New York
City and move 1,300 miles away from home with his
young family was not wise, he was told time and time
again. Undaunted, Freund and family made the trek.
Upon arrival in Miami, he learned that a condition of
admission was to get a physical. Result? He had to have
a hernia operation. While recovering from surgery, he
discovered the hospital was looking for emergency lab
technicians. He was hired and worked every day through
medical school. By the time his four-year program was
over, he and Agnes had four children!
Assigned his first choice for an internship, Freund
worked 36 hours straight with eight hours off and was
given no sick days, vacations, or holidays for a year. A
semblance of an income was necessary for a family of
six, no matter that buttered noodles constituted many
a family meal. Every spare moment was filled—he
did lab work and physicals whenever he could, and
Agnes taught French and Spanish at night. Her parents
relocated to Miami and were an indispensable help with
the children.
When it came time to start a residency, Freund
chose pulmonary medicine and asthma as a secondary
specialty, given his prior research experience. His board
certification, however, was pediatrics, a decision predicated on his belief that “very few kids die on you.”

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY ALVIN FREUND
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The six Freunds, 2002

Agnes and Alvin Freund, 2009

As a pediatrician in private practice, Freund was
determined to create “an ideal atmosphere”—a place
where kids felt safe. His answering service didn’t work
consistently, so he gave his home phone number to his
young patients’ parents. Some kids did end up breaking his heart. Both Freunds tear up recollecting one
very special 15-year-old who “didn’t want to die on
Christmas.” Freund gave her the gift of time. Many sick
children were known to say, “Mommy, call Dr. Freund.
He’ll make me better.”
In 1996 Freund left his Miami practice and began a
stint as a locum tenens physician—a traveling doctor who
temporarily works in places when no permanent physician is available. With children long grown, the Freunds
packed only what they could fit in their car. Throughout
various assignments, they were inspired by people who
welcomed them to often poverty-stricken communities.
A special memory of those days was when a
father of six offered Freund a kid (goat) in payment for

treating his family! Another memory involves establishing a hospital clinic and making physicals available
for $3. He also recalls coal miners taking him down
in a mine, at his request, and being appalled at the
conditions. His final assignment was Martinsburg. The
Freunds discovered Shepherdstown and decided to settle
here. He opened a general practice, retiring at age 72.
Since his community college editor days, Freund
has continued to enjoy writing. He’s had two regular
columns—“Write to the Doctor,” for a magazine in
Miami and one for the Martinsburg Journal, focusing on
current health events. Now his passion is photography—
yet another path, it seems, in his quest to capture and
captivate life!
Reflecting on Dr. Freund’s phenomenal story,
these words from Maya Angelou come to mind: “An
individual’s mission in life is not merely to survive, but
to thrive; and to do so with some passion, some compassion, some humor, and some style.”
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EARTHBEAT

Native American Fish Traps
of the Potomac River
An Interview With Don Peterson
Mark Madison

A

to preserve these fish, slowly smoking
them. In addition to fish basket traps, they
used spears and arrows at the apex to
catch the bigger fish.
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY MARK MADISON

nyone who has canoed, kayaked,
or waded during the summer
months in the stretch of the
Potomac River near Shepherdstown will
notice a series of arrow-shaped stone
structures in the river. These Native
American fish traps are a reminder of
the Eastern Panhandle inhabitants who
camped, hunted, and fished these shores
thousands of years before novices like
me followed in their shadow. Retired
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service employee
Don Peterson studied, these fish traps
from his Brunswick, Maryland home
and published a monograph called Native
American Fish Traps in the Potomac River,
Brunswick, Maryland. I recently interviewed Don to discuss their construction,
use, and enduring significance.

Author Don Peterson

Fish trap diagram

Mark: How did you become interested in
Native American fish traps?
Don: I grew up in northeast Iowa, and
when I was wandering in the woods
and along the river, I noticed strange
patterns in the river. Years later, I
realized they were fish traps built by
Native Americans. When I came to
Brunswick, I drove across the bridge
and I looked down and, lo and behold,
there was a fish trap. Following a preliminary review of references, I realized
this is a ripe area of study.
Mark: Is it true that Google Earth helped
you find the fish traps?
Don: Using Google Earth, I found 22
fish traps in the area in five minutes in
a 10-mile stretch of the Potomac. What
I saw was a geological structure of the
river, going basically north and south, and
the riverbed was metamorphic rock being
worn down slowly as the mountains rise. I
saw V-shaped structures in the river counter to the geological structure that could
only be made by people. I learned that
fish traps in the coastal area were made
of sticks and pushed into the mud and the
sand. Up here, from Shepherdstown to
Great Falls, the substrate is basically bare
metamorphic bedrock, and very hard. At

Mark: What type of fish were they
catching in these traps?
Don: What we catch today is not what
they caught. One of the more important
fish for Native Americans was American
eel, a large fish, larger than what we catch
today. The white sucker, also a much
larger fish, was plentiful then. The channel catfish was the third mainstay. They
also caught black crappie, the redbreast
sunfish, and the fallfish. Later, in the
1850s, small-mouth bass were introduced
to the Potomac and, several years later,
the carp and walleye. The introduced
species, particularly small-mouth bass,
feasted on the eggs of the native fish.
Small-mouth bass and other nonnative
species now dominate the Potomac.
Mark: What happened to the traps after
the Native Americans were displaced?

Fish trap on the Potomac

one point, Native Americans found out
that they could build fish traps upriver,
but in a different way. In front of them
was a river loaded with rocks, and they
came up with a new idea. They built fish
traps in the shape of a V out of rocks.
Mark: How old are the traps?
Don: My analysis indicates that they
definitely were built as early as 1,200
years ago. They were in use from 1,200
years ago to about the early 1800s.
Native Americans sought out smooth
areas in the riverbed, so they could drive
the fish downstream into the V-shaped
fish traps toward the apex of the V. It
took a lot of people pushing them into
the V and others catching them down in
the apex.
Mark: How did they drive the fish
downstream?
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Don: They drove them down using
several techniques, but the one that is
the most interesting to me is brush nets.
They constructed brush nets out of the
native plant material, probably brambles
from varieties of berry bushes. They used
cordage to tie the brambles together and
weighted them down with stone sinkers.
They discovered that this minidam in the
river raised the water level in the V by
two to four inches or more and allowed
the fish to accumulate in greater numbers.
They would push the fish slowly, so as
not too spook them, into the apex. The
apex was a six-foot-diameter circle of
larger rocks, about one foot apart, where
stick fish traps were placed to catch the
fish. They carried full fish baskets to
the shore and put empty baskets in their
place. They would always have a fish
camp near the fish trap and close to a
spring. At the camp, they had fires going

Don: Between 1768 and 1828, George
Washington’s crew destroyed many fish
traps because they believed they harmed
sport fishing or impeded navigation.
Beginning in 1785, James Rumsey
removed boulders from the Potomac
to improve navigation. In the 1930s,
the Maryland Department of Natural
Resources blew up many fish traps to
discourage illegal use of the traps. In
Brunswick, the rocks were used for
local buildings.
Don Peterson’s monograph, Native
American Fish Traps (2018) can be
purchased for $15 at the Brunswick
Heritage Museum, which receives all
proceeds from its sales.

Mark Madison is an avid angler on the
Potomac who carefully avoids any desecration of millennia-old fish traps.
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Help for Eastern Panhandle HOAs
Wendy Sykes Mopsik

I

known information to increase HOA
members’ knowledge.”
This random selection of questions
from the website is sure to pique any
homeowner’s interest:
My HOA doesn’t show me the budget.
How do I know what money is being
spent or saved?
I don’t want to be a member of an HOA,
but my home is in one. How can I not be
a member?
Do you have information about
Maryland’s HOA assessments?
PHOTOS BY PHYLLIS SMOCK

f you have ever lived in a homeowner association (HOA) development—either knowingly or by
accident—you may have scratched
your head and wondered, “What do all
these rules and restrictions and assessments mean?” or “What is an HOA
anyway, and what are the benefits for
me?” You may even have been inquisitive enough to attend a meeting or two
in the quest for understanding, only to
leave feeling thoroughly confused and
completely frustrated.
Fortunately for Berkeley
and Jefferson County homeowners pondering these questions, an
organization exists that grew out of
similar concerns. Today the Eastern
Panhandle Organization of Homeowners
Associations (EPOHOA) is fully
committed to assisting its more than
130 HOA members (with over 12,600
owners statewide), as well as individuals and businesses who may also join.
Through monthly educational sessions,
a website, and a board of directors that
meets regularly, the organization pursues
its mission of sharing information and
increasing knowledge.
In 2009, aboard an early morning
commuter train from Martinsburg to
Washington, D.C., several agitated and
persistent professionals began discussing
their mutual concerns related to owning
homes in an HOA. They all felt a lack of
knowledge about HOAs and felt unable
to solve common problems in their
respective developments. Nance Briscoe,
an associate curator at the Smithsonian
Institution was part of the group. She had
loved researching previously unknown
topics and was eager to begin to unravel
the HOA predicament. Soon Briscoe
and her fellow commuters invited other
area homeowners in HOA communities to a local restaurant, and interest
mushroomed.
Briscoe lived in a small HOA with
no common development amenities
other than roads. Phyllis Smock, another
initial member of the group, was in a
large HOA community with a pool management company, a property manager,
and a lawyer available to handle legal
issues. Regardless of a community’s
size, all felt the need to know much

Gathered for a quarterly Saturday education seminar are EPOHOA members Gary Stewart and
Keith Veler, and board officers Phyllis Smock, Bob Ayrer, and Nance Briscoe.

more about local, state, and federal laws,
including unique governing documents.
They formed the EPOHOA and began
to develop a formal framework. As Smock
explained, “Our goal was to create an
alliance that would stimulate insightful,
active, civil discussions among HOA
homeowners, individuals, and businesses.”
The focus was to be on issues like
understanding governing documents,
electing knowledgeable board members,
and becoming comfortable with budget
planning. Charter members hoped to
draw HOA homeowners from surrounding counties, not realizing that their
mission would soon attract residents from
beyond the Eastern Panhandle. By 2015,
their rapid evolution required a more
expansive long-range plan that included
an annual calendar of events, increased
activities and meetings, and a new fee
structure for membership.
Nationwide, homeowners associations are an attractive way for developers
to build self-sufficient communities.
Today, more than 60 million Americans
live in communities governed by an HOA
or similar entity, up from 10,000 in 1970.
Although they take different forms, all
are operated as non-profits, are quasigovernmental, must be incorporated, are
tasked with collecting assessments, and
must enforce development restrictions as

stated in the individual governing documents. Laws applying to HOA’s can be
complex, and their impact is far reaching.
Whether investing in a first home, dream
house, or retirement home, owners can
be passive bystanders or active informed
participants.
Briscoe, now retired, is vice president and membership chair of EPOHOA.
She explained some of the challenges.
“We try very hard” Briscoe said, “to
reach out to our local and state legislators. Our organization was developed in
response to the lack of representation,
advocacy, mediation, and mitigation
and really to simply understand where
to go for assistance in helping HOA’s.
Recently, our board of directors joined
the Community Associations Institute
(CAI), an international group that
provides information, education, and
resources to homeowner volunteers, so
we can all be more effective.”
An extensive website offers focused
features to the general public and several
password-protected options available
only to members. The Frequently Asked
Questions section, fastidiously researched
by Briscoe, responds to myriad homeowner questions directed to EPOHOA.
“Although never providing legal
counsel” Briscoe explains, “we do give

My HOA won’t let me fly my flag. Can it
do that?
I’m concerned about fracking in
my neighborhood. What is the law
if oil is found on my property in
West Virginia?
Drones? Really? Can drones be used in
our HOA to spot violations?
Phyllis Smock, secretary of the
EPOHOA, speaking on behalf of
the board, says: “In January, 2019,
we are changing our name to West
Virginia Organization of Homeowners
Associations (WVOHOA) to reflect
the growing membership, which now
expands across the state. An important
future goal is to begin live streaming our
meetings so that people living at greater
distances will have the ability to interact
at education sessions and workshops.”
EPOHOA meetings and education sessions are held at Hospice of
the Panhandle Conference Center in
Kearneysville on the third Wednesday of
each month and are open to the public.
The group holds quarterly workshops
featuring professional speakers on the
third Saturday of the month. Bring your
association issues about property taxes
and appeals, common area property,
law enforcement, governing documents,
covenants and liability, or simply log on
to EPOHOA.org for answers.
Wendy Sykes Mopsik resides in
Frederick, Maryland, where she is GNP
Senior Correspondent for Places Not
That Far Away.
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The 2018 Midterm Elections
Democracy Awakens
Ray Smock

PHOTO BY SHANNON MCGEE VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

T

he election cycle of 2018 offers
a glimpse at a democracy that
may be awakening from the complacency and hyperpartisanship that has
kept this nation from moving forward to
solve major problems facing the United
States and the world. The next few
months will be crucial in determining
whether both parties can begin to think
and work on behalf of the entire country.
Partisan gridlock remains a terrible poison in our republic. Americans are best
when we are solving problems. We are
best when we act decently and pragmatically and avoid extremism and hatred.
Our elected officials have ignored the
art of compromise in recent years.
This election cycle demonstrated that
Americans can reawaken. We can elect
new people with new ideas and with a
new passion for public service.
More than 113 million voters cast
ballots for local and state offices and for
members of the U.S. Senate and House
of Representatives in the 2018 “off-year
elections.” It was the first time more
than 100 million voters ever turned out
in a midterm election cycle. This time
around, the “off-year” numbers rivaled
those of presidential elections.
There is no question that these elections were a referendum on the presidency of Donald Trump. Candidates
who aligned themselves with the
president won some key elections, but
more candidates won who, in various
ways, rejected the president or decided
to focus on local issues. Never in
American history has a president thrust
his own personality so directly into offyear elections. At his many campaign
stops across the nation he told audiences
that the elections were about him,
even though he was not on the ballot.
Surprisingly, during a period when the
national economy is in relatively good
condition, the economy did not appear
to be a major issue.
The single most important result
of this election cycle was that the
Democratic Party will take control of
the House of Representatives when the
116th Congress is sworn in on January 3,
2019. The “Blue Wave” that Democrats

Installation at the George W. Bush Presidential Library

predicted would indicate disapproval
of President Trump and his party did
indeed materialize. The election results
represent the largest gain in House seats
for Democrats since the Watergate Era
of the 1970s. In the Senate, however,
Republicans held on to a slim majority, picking up a few seats. This was a
very tough year for Senate Democrats,
who had to defend 26 seats, while
Republicans only had to defend nine.
Another significant result of
these elections is the number of new
candidates who entered the political
arena. Collectively they represent the
younger generations. They are a strong
group that begins to represent the great
strength in America’s diversity. They
reflect the rising power of women as
successful candidates for high office.
Back in 1992, when 27 women were
elected to Congress, it was considered
so newsworthy that it was called “The
Year of the Woman.” The elections
of 2018 need a stronger designation
because, for the first time ever, 120
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women from both major parties have
been chosen to join the new Congress.
In the American republic, where
the people have the ultimate power, we
can indeed use our votes to make major
changes. The House of Representatives
has always been the branch of government
closest to the people. The House is the
first branch mentioned in the Constitution
for a reason. The House is a body that
elects all 435 seats every two years. This
is where political change appears first. It
is where people in all 50 states can have
the most impact at the national level, other
than in a presidential election.
Having Democrats control the House
means that one-party rule of all three
branches of government has ended. House
Democrats will now be positioned to serve
as an important constitutional check on the
excesses of the executive branch. We need
to be reminded from time to time that our
government has three coequal branches.
Congress has the power and the duty to
check a president who runs afoul of his
constitutional authority.

The House Democrats will have
the power to conduct investigations and
otherwise act as a check on excesses
coming from the White House. It will
also mean that Democrats can use their
majority in the House to push their
agenda, which is likely to focus on
health care, immigration, and infrastructure. We will have a new opportunity
to see whether both parties can find
ways to address the dysfunction that has
plagued Congress.
While some Democrats may want
the House to move quickly to impeach
the president on a variety of charges,
others in the party are cautioning the
new House majority to go slow on any
idea of impeachment and focus on protecting the investigations underway by
Special Counsel Robert Mueller. The firing of Attorney General Jeff Sessions the
day after the elections and his replacement with a Trump loyalist might be the
first salvos since the midterm elections
in the president’s attempt to scuttle the
Mueller investigations, perhaps before
the new Congress is sworn in.
We remain a badly divided nation.
One election, however hopeful, did not
change this fact. We have a long way to
go to restore civility and ethical behavior
to our political conduct and in our political discourse. But the encouraging signs
were abundant in this election. A new,
diverse generation of men and women
is coming to Washington and is headed
for state legislatures and governorships.
Maybe more new faces will come in
the next election, two years from now.
It always starts with an election. And
it always depends on Americans who
understand the amazing power of their
vote. This is how democracy awakens.
This is how we preserve this republic.
This is how we honor the United States
Constitution.
Ray Smock retired this year as director of the Robert C. Byrd Center for
Congressional History and Education
at Shepherd University. He was the first
official historian of the U.S. House of
Representatives, where he served from
1983 to 1995.
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Religious Worship and Education Schedules

Asbury United Methodist Church
4257 Kearneysville Pike
Dr. Rudolph Monsio Bropleh, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-3112
Sunday Worship: 8 a.m., 9:30 a.m.
and 11 a.m.
Mid-Week Mingle: Wednesday, 6:30–8:00 p.m.
Real Recognized Real Teen:
1st & 3rd Sundays, 1:15–2:30 p.m.
E-mail: info@4pillarchurch.org
www.4pillarchurch.org

New Street United Methodist
Church & New Streets
Dee-Ann Dixon, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-2362
Sunday Worship: 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Youth Faith Class: 10:00 a.m.
nsumc@frontiernet.net
www.newstreetumc.com

Christ Reformed,
United Church of Christ

304 East German Street
Rev. Gayle Bach-Watson
bachwats@comcast.net
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
www.christreformedshepherdstown.org

St. Agnes Catholic Parish
106 South Duke Street
Father Mathew Rowgh
Telephone: (304) 876-6436
Sunday Eucharist: 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Saturday Eucharist: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:15 a.m.
www.StAgnesShepherdstown.org

Shepherdstown Presbyterian

100 W. Washington Street
Telephone: (304) 876-6466
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:45 a.m.
Nursery year-round
www.shepherdstownpresbyterian.org

St. John’s Baptist

Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)

Shepherdstown Monthly Meeting
for Worship and First Day School
Sundays at 10:00 a.m.
Shepherdstown Railroad Station,
Audrey Egle Drive
Contact Clerk, Neal Peterson, (304) 584-3126,
rnealpeterson@gmail.com
http://shepherdstownfriends.org

West German Street
Rev. Cornell Herbert, Pastor-Elect
Telephone: (304) 876-3856
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Trinity Episcopal

Corner of Church & German Streets
The Rev. G. T. Schramm, Rector
The Rev. Frank Coe, Priest Associate
Telephone: (304) 876-6990
Sunday Worship: 8:00 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
www.trinityshepherdstown.org

St. Peter’s Lutheran

King & High Streets
Karen Erskine-Valentine, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Children/Adult Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
(located in grey house adjacent church)
www.Shepherdstownlutheranparish.org

St. James’ Lutheran Church, Uvilla
Rt. 230 Uvilla
Karen Erskine-Valentine, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 9:00 a.m.
Children/Adult Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
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Silhouette of Rezin Davis Shepherd

I

PHOTO PROVIDED BY HISTORIC SHEPHERDSTOWN AND MUSEUM

n the fall of 2018, the Historic Shepherdstown Museum acquired this silhouette
of Shepherdstown native Rezin Davis Shepherd. It was created by William Henry
Brown in 1844. Brown was known as the greatest creator of silhouette art in
19th-century America, and because silhouettes were soon superseded by photographs,
he was one of the last such artists.
Rezin Davis Shepherd, grandson of Shepherdstown founder Thomas Shepherd,
was born in Shepherdstown in 1784. He moved to New Orleans in his 20s and
made his fortune in the sugar trade. He was a noted businessman and a generous
philanthropist, particularly in Shepherdstown. His contributions helped shape today’s
Shepherdstown. In 1859, he funded construction of McMurran Hall, an imposing
Greek Revival structure originally intended as the town hall and used briefly as the
county courthouse. It became the first building of what is now Shepherd University
in 1872. The clock in the tower, donated to the town by Rezin Shepherd in 1842 and
originally housed in the old Episcopal Church, was moved to the town hall tower in
1860. Shepherd’s obituary stated that he “left an estate valued at about $1,500,000”
and that he had acquired “a very large property in New Orleans and was reputed to be
one of the wealthiest men of that city.”
The silhouette will be on display at the Historic Shepherdstown Museum during
Christmas in Shepherdstown.
Rezin Davis Shepherd (1784–1865)

Vicki Smith, who adapted this description from information provided by James Kochan, is a docent and board member of
Historic Shepherdstown.
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Cari & Burt Simon
Mary Staley
Jeena & Richard Tyler
Nancy Upwright
Mary Via
Virginia & Eldon Winston

Key
Byliners ($150–$300 gifts)
Patrons ($100–$125 gifts)
Partners ($25–$75 gifts)
Friends ($5–$20 gifts)

Let us know if your donation
has not been acknowledged:
(304) 876-6466.
Note: Donors’ names appear as
printed on checks.
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Building a Community
For nearly 150 years,
Jefferson Security Bank has been helping local
people plan for life’s most important events.

Schmitt Construction Company

James A. Schmitt
(304) 876-2462

P.O. Box 428
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

www.jsb.bank | 304-876-9000

Michael & Deborah Luksa
Proprietors
129 West German Street
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
304.876.8777

runch
Sunday B
Open for

Top 100 Retailer of
American Craft

BLUE MOON CAFE
Once In a Blue Moon Isn’t Enough

121 E. German Street
P.O. Box 1273
Shepherdstown
WV 25443

bluemoonshepherdstown
.com

Debbie Dickinson
Meredith Wait

304-876-0657

Corner of Princess &
High Streets
Shepherdstown, WV
304.876.1920

Proprietor

Dr. David V. Miljour
Chiropractic Physician

MADDEX PROFESSIONAL CENTER
Route 45 West
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
(304) 876-2230

304-876-6907

205 E. Washington Street • RFD#2, Box 833
(Rt. 230 E. and Railroad Crossing)
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

Thank you for being our guests
For future reservations please call
304-876-2551
www.bavarianinnwv.com

TREE QUESTIONS?
Contact a certied arborist.
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304-876-3104
www.trees101.net
Education | Consulting | Tree Care

Join Us for a
Taste of Britain
Try our

• Fish and Chips • Bangers and Mash
• Cottage Pie
• Various Pasties
And Don’t Forget Afternoon Tea!

304 876 9277

Devonshire Arms
C a f e

&

P u b

107 South Princess Street • Shepherdstown • 25443
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Shepherdstown Ministerial Association
P.O. Box 1212
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

On the Web!

Patron
P.O. Boxholder
Rural Route Boxholder

PAID

Non-profit Organization
U.S. Postage
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
Permit No. 33

FREE
but not cheap

Light Bringer

WINTER 2018

PHOTO BY SARAH AMENDOLA

www.shepherdstowngoodnewspaper.org
SEE ARTWORKS IN COLOR!
LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK!

The Eyes of March

PHOTO BY SARAH AMENDOLA

